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.Surgical operations can be performed in either stage,
without real or apparent pain to the subject.
The  third,  or Somnambulistic  stage,  approxi-
mates to the fourth degree of Mesmerism.   The sub-
ject acts as if in a dream,—but he acts the dream—
such as  may be suggested   by the   operator.   The
phenomena elicited in this stage are complex, so much
depending   on the   temperament and   phrenological
aptitudes   of    the    subject.   With   good   subjects,
memory, reflection, and imagination can be intensified
and exalted,   the past  recalled to the  present, and
action dene therein confessed, should such be deter-
mined upon by the operator.   As in Mesmerism these
states vary—may be developed one after the other
on  the  same   subject.   The  majority  of  hypnotic
sublets pass from the cataleptic to the somnam-
bulistic without any apparent intervening condition.
Dr. Braid's Mode of Procedure.—+1 give his plan
in   his own   words:—"Take  any  bright object   (I
generally use my lancet case) between the thumb and
fore and middle fingers of the left hand; hold it from
about eight to fifteen inches from the eyes, at such a
position above the forehead as may be necessary to
. produce the greatest possible strain upon the eyes and
the eyelids, and enable the patient to maintain a
steady, fixed stare at the object.   The patient must
be made to understand that he must keep the eyes
steadily fixed on the object.   It will be observed that,
owing to the consensual adjustment of the eyes, the
pupils will be at first contracted, they will shortly
begin to dilate,   and after  they have  done so to a
considerable extent, and have assumed a very wary
position, if the fore and middle fingers of the right
hand,   extended and a little  separated, are   carried
from the object toward the eyes, most likely the eye-
lids will close involuntarily, with a vibratory motion.
If this is not the case, or the patient allows the eye-
'balls too move, desire him to begin again, giving Mm
to understand that he is to allow the eyelids to close
when the fingers are again carried to the eyes, but
that the eyeballs Must be kept fixed on the same

